JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1X67
<10/95>
[u-bit #19200287]
2216-2-3
05:00:15 1) “Der Bundeskanzler Dr.Dollfuss Begann Seinen
(S) Dollfuss,
-05:06:38 Vernichtungsfeldzug Gegen Den Nationalsozialismus.”
Engelbert (=“The Chancellor Dr. Dollfuss Started His Fight Against
Vienna, Demo’s
National-Socialism”) - CU headline in “Der Angriff”:
Nazis, Funeral
“Wachsende Gaerung In Oesterreich; June 17”, headline in
[sound-with German
“Der Volksbeobachter”: “Das Wiener Braune Haus Durch
narration]
Polizei Besetzt Und Geschlossen”, view of large demonstration,
Dollfuss in front of Home Guard, Dollfuss speaking, views of
Home Guard crowd, speakers (Von Stahlen?), official (Dollfuss?)
in open car through streets, crowd running in street with Fascist
salute, unid. officials posing, police on horseback, large crowd,
demonstrators running, Nazis on horseback controlling crowd,
troops marching in ranks, riot, police dragging demonstrator,
Home Guard marching in street, Nazi demonstration, large crowd,
speaker, “Abordnungen Aus Wien Und Allen Bundeslaendern”
(=“Delegates From Vienna And All States”), people marching,
nurses marching, banner: “Vaterlaendische Front, Bezirk Brigittenau”,
more people marching, speaker and crowd in Vienna with rear view
of giant statue of man on horse, Austrian Fascist banner, flag
(1934)

05:06:42 2) Chancellor Schuschnigg shaking hands with soldiers in formation,
-05:07:40 CS Schuschnigg wearing eye glasses, views of Schuschnigg on
platform waving to men marching in street, views of Dollfuss in
military uniform, views of police on horses and on foot controlling
uprising of crowd on street with one demonstrator holding his
wounded head as policemen take him away, views of Mussolini
with Schuschnigg and other military men coming out of front
door of building, LS ornate building (1930s)

(N) Pre WWII:
Austria -1[sound-with English
narration]
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05:07:45 3) “Vienna, Austria - Dollfuss Killed In Coup By Nazi Gunmen;
All Europe Seethes”
05:07:45
-05:08:01

Dollfuss with other men on reviewing stand taking off his hat
and gesturing to farmers marching along street in his honor

05:08:01

Dollfuss standing with other men wearing top hats

05:08:04

Dollfuss wearing pajamas while posing in chair with flowers and
plants around the room

05:08:13

soldier sitting in street behind machine gun

05:08:16

soldiers on one side of wire fence and pedestrians on the other side

05:08:19

CS soldier

05:08:25
-05:08:35

views of soldiers taking rifles off of truck and giving them to new
recruits in Austrian Army

05:08:35
-05:08:39

MCS soldiers

05:08:39
-05:08:50

soldiers by line of trucks with building in background, soldiers
leaving in trucks

05:08:50

Dollfuss in business suit standing next to Mussolini in military
uniform and others, CS Dollfuss signing document and then CS
Mussolini signing document, Dollfuss shaking hands with Mussolini
and another man

05:09:24

CS Mussolini on horse giving salute with white feather in his
military hat

05:09:28

views of long lines of Italian troops marching up zigzagging paths
on mountains in Alps
(1934) [The Chicago Daily News Universal Newsreel]

-05:09:45

(N) Dollfuss,
Engelbert
[silent]
[also more
complete below
05:13:53-05:14:12]

[also more
complete below
05:10:08-05:10:44]

[also see below
05:14:32-05:14:37]
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2216-3-7
05:09:48 1) Austrian troops along road in trucks and motorcycles for
war game maneuvers at German border, soldiers running off
of trucks and into field, soldiers advancing after lying on ground
with explosions going off around them

(N) Pre WWII:
Austria -1[sound-with English
narration]

05:10:08

views of soldiers on truck handing down rifles for new recruits,
recruits lined up with rifles on their shoulders, Geneal Bougoin?
inspecting recruits, recruits in formation raising their rifles

05:10:45

still photographers filming Dollfuss and other military officers
marching in Vienna on day when 40,000 Home Guards are gathered
to swear allegiance to Austrian independence, soldier in line with
flag, soldiers marching in street, Prince von Starhemberg And Dollfuss
reviewing marching troops, mass of soldiers in gardens of Sounbrun?
Castle, CS Dollfuss in military uniform, soldiers saluting, CS Dollfss
and Prince von Starhemberg saluting
views of men marching and demonstrating marking formation of new
National Front Party for peasants and farmers, group of women
wearing hats watching from behind barrier, police arresting Nazi who
threw a smoke bomb into crowd at rally
Dollfuss walking with others in street., soldiers with rifles in formation,
MCS Dollfuss sitting outside in chair with other people, views of army
reinforcements along Austrian-German border, car being stopped and
checked at border to prevent Nazis from coming into Austria, soldiers
placing chain barrier across road
crowd raising their hats, Italian Secretary of State Tuvick with Dollfuss
in Vienna, driver closing door of auto, policeman on horses along street,
crowd outside building, Tuvick and Dollfuss talking at ornate table,
group of policemen standing in street, policemen checking identification
of two men, views of crowds, policemen on horses watching people marching

05:11:28

05:12:12

05:13:06

05:13:53
-05:14:12
05:14:13

views of Dollfuss with other men on reviewing stand taking off his
hat and gesturing to farmers marching along street in his honor
views of working class apartment buildings and rally

05:14:32

troops in trucks leaving with building in background

05:14:38
05:14:49
05:15:10

views of troops in trucks along city streets
views of Italian troops on skies hiking up mountain at Austrian border
views of Danube River having turned to ice, views of people being
served soup by soldiers at rolling kitchen, views of hunter throwing
food on snow and deers eating
people in boats and barges attending religious service by following
floating altar on Lake Holstein to hear Corpus Christi Mass (1930s)

05:15:50
-05:16:17

[also see above
05:08:25-05:08:35]

[also see above
05:07:45-05:08:01]
[also see above
05:08:39-05:08:50]

1X67 -405:16:21 2) “Vienna, Austria - Civil Strife Flares Throughout Austria After

(N) Sound News -

-05:17:26
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Dollfuss Dies - First Pictures” - exterior views of Chancellery,
Dollfuss lying in state after being killed by Nazis posing as
members of Home Guard, views of military on guard in Vienna
streets with machine gun, barbed wire and rifles placed in shapes
of teepee like structures, men going down sewer hole in street in
search for bombs, guards behind fence in street, citizens hand in hand
forming fence across street, Dollfuss laying in state with guards
standing by (1934) [Universal Newspaper Newsreel]

30s - R-14 Comp Print
[section]
[sound-English
narration]

05:17:28 3) hunger marchers in Paris, banner: “Pain Du Travail”, views of
(N) France: 1933/34
people lined up outside and eating inside in soup kitchen, police
Depression
mobilizing in plaza, people reading posters asking them to support
[sound-with English
the government, policemen getting out of auto, police at Place de la
narration]
Concorde on horses, night scenes at palace, garbage can on fire,
greeting of Gaston Doumergue, Doumergue coming out of building
and walking toward auto, Doumergue sitting in chair, views of crowd
attempting to storm the Chamber of Deputies, police on horses, police
putting wounded man in front seat of auto, night scenes of demonstrators,
garbage can on fire, Doumergue arriving at palace in Paris
05:21:08
exterior views of municipal pawn shop in Bayonne, sign: “Caisse De
Credit Municipal”, people running in street, officials of bank posing
for photographers outside building
05:50:22

movie cameramen photographing Premiere Daladier at palace, crowd
behind gate, police taking directors in chains across town, TRUCKING
shot along Paris street revealing boarded up stores, people amassed on
top of building, views of masses of people in streets, man sitting on top
of head of statue of woman, man on platform and holding onto tree
while talking to crowd, parade of autos and policemen on horses, people
in front of City Hall

05:23:50
-05:24:59

images repeated from above - <05:50:22 - 05:23:50>

05:24:59
-05:25:32

lottery drawing at Trocedero Hall - CS ball with number inside
falling out of machine

05:25:34 4) Arthur Henderson, President of Conference for the Reduction and
-05:26:36 Limitation on Armaments, reading statement from representative
of Germany stating that Germany will quit conference, Henderson
also reading his message to Germany in response to Germany’s
quitting of the League of Nations
05:26:40 5) ending of blockade of Berlin - airplane flying over train going in
-05:27:40 opposite direction, airplane landing, sign: “Brauschweig - Berlin”,

(N) Conferences:
League Of
Nations
[sound-with English
narration]
1X67 -5(N) Newsreels:
Telenews -
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passenger including man with only one leg walking along railroad
platform, man on platform giving drinks to people leaning out
windows of train, man holding flowers and being kissed by woman,
man on train giving back pen and paper to person on platform, man
giving signal for first train to leave station, train leaving and people
waving from windows, CS sign on truck: “Hurra Wir Leben Noch”,
<= “Hurray, We Are Still Alive”>, crowd at road block as Russian
guards let truck with garland and buses go by, guard with garland
around his neck, oranges and lemons being thrown from truck to
jubilant crowd (1949)

Germany -1[sound-English
narration]
[also see below
05:46:17-05:50:14]

05:27:44 6) “Up To Date” - New York newspapers being tossed on top of
(S) Germany: Berlin -05:31:00 one another as SUPERIMPOSED head title appears, pedestrians
Airlift
outside building in Germany, empty railroad tracks at station,
sign along side of empty highway: “Helmstedt - U.S. Zone - British
Zone - Russian Zone”, buildings by river, sign: “You Are Leaving
The American Sector...”, men riding bicycles, trolley car
05:28:43
05:28:57

man in U.S. military uniform sitting and speaking into microphone
[partial sound]
about Berlin airlift
partial VOICE OVER the following footage about the determination
of the people conducting the airlift - airplanes on tarmac of
airport, airplanes taking off, man counting sacks of food,
views of people on ground watching airplanes flying overhead,
airplane moving on tarmac with two of the propellers in motion,
views of soldiers unloading airplane, LS airplanes on tarmac, views of
people looking up at airplanes, airplanes flying over buildings, CS pilot
in cockpit, MCS military airplane flying viewed from another
airplane in flight, rally next to building, people waving, trains at station,
woman getting onto train, people on platform, train leaving with people
waving at windows, bus and auto along highway, street scenes with
autos, trolleys and pedestrians, PAN across large crowd, man speaking
at microphone with crowd in background, HA massive crowd, sign:
“Winprotestieren: Gegen KommunistischenTerror”, views of crowds
(1949)
1X67 -6-

05:31:02 7) “Blockade Of Berlin Is Lifted”
-05:32:47 - crowd outside New York building where end of blockade has
been negotiated, representatives of the four powers at table -

(S) Germany: Berlin Airlift
[sound-with English
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Tadagan? for England, Malick for Russia, Jessup for U.S.,
narration
and Souel? for France, reporters, spokesman Porter McKeeber
making statement: “It Can Be Said Specifically That Agreement
Has Been Reached That All Of The Restrictions Imposed In Germany
That Have Been The Subject Of The Conversations Will Be Mutually
Lifted”, reporters rushing to telephone booths, people in office,
allied currency on table, man counting out money for woman, map
depicting Western and Soviet zones in Germany, Vishinsky from
U.S.S.R. at Paris conference, Jessup speaking at Paris Conference:
“The Soviet Government Can Get All That It Says That It Wants
Without Maintaining The Blockade”, views of Jessup visiting Malick
at Russian United Nations headquarters in New York City, train engine
in Berlin, men unloading sacks of food, foreign ministers meeting in
Paris (1949)

2216-1-7
05:32:49 1) police on horses herding crowd of people on city street,
(S) Demonstrations:
“America -‘Free Thaelmann’” - large crowd with banners at rally
Anti-Fascist
in Union Square?, speakers, banners and signs: “Socialist Party [silent]
Upper West Side Division”, “Young Peoples Socialist League”,
“Council Of Working Class Women”, sign in Yiddish, anti-fascist
signs, man holding up copy of “Daily Worker”, people marching
through crowd carrying signs, more speakers, Norman Thomas?
speaking, views of crowd, signs: “Down With KKK Terror In Ala.
And Fascist Terror In Germany!”, “Long Live Communist Party
Of Germany”
05:35:15
American League Against War And Fascism rally at Madison Square
Garden - Roger Baldwin, Director Of ACLU Calls For Donations
In Unique Manner -‘$500 Remove An Effigy’.”, men on stage holding
up large cardboard cartoon caricatures of Hearst and Mussolini?,
people in audience applauding
05:36:22
“Thousands Score Hearst’s Lying Campaign Against Soviet Union.”,
crowd of mostly men wearing hats, police guarding entrance to
“Hearst Publication” building with U.S. flag above entrance, parade
past building with signs: “Boycott Hearst!”, cartoon of Hearst’s
face on signs with “Hearst - Hitler’s Agent In America” and “Labor’s
Enemy #1”, “Defend The Soviet Union”, “Fascism Destroys The Civil
Rights Of the Masses”, “Build The United Front Of All Workers
Against War And Fascism”, “Communist Party Fights Militantly
-05:37:49 Against Fascism & War”, African-American man marching (1930s)
1X67 -705:37:52 2) “Poland - War Criminal Sentenced To Death”
-05:38:33 <“Hans Bibow, ex-coffee salesman and war-time Nazi
commander of the Jewish Ghetto in Lodz, Poland, on trial for his
life. The charge is murder of 300,000 Jews during the German

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
2 #12
[silent]
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occupation. Hunted down since the war’s end, he faces trial in a
courtroom crowded with relatives of the victims. In a dramatic
sequence the killer hears the verdict - death by hanging.”>
- judges and lawyers at tables speaking, witness testifying,
Bibow listening with headphones (07/16/47)
05:38:35 3) “Behind The Berlin Blockade”
(N) Newsreels:
<“The curtain over Berlin is partially raised as Russia and the
Telenews Wk. Vol.
United States discuss lifting blockade”>
3 #17 (S-7)
05:38:35
- people crossing border at U.S. check point, fences and other border
[partial soundmarkers, railroad track, CS track, track coming to a dead end
German & English]
<“Paris - J. Kingsbury Smith, who exchanged telegram
with Stalin, is credited with inaugurating the recent discussions”>
05:38:59
- Smith talking to another man at table about telegram
<“NY - American ambassador Jessup and Soviet envoy Malik
leave the latest meeting where they negotiated terms for agreement”>
05:39:09
- Jessup trying to get into car after leaving building and being surrounded by reporters
<“Frankfurt - airlift pilots - has their success prompted Russia to back down?”>
05:39:29
- U.S. pilots resting on benches and couch, women giving flowers and kissing
pilot next to airplane, airplanes landing, English unloading goods
<“Washington - Sec. Acheson, speaking for the Atlantic Alliance
and arms aid to Europe charges that Russia spreads fear”>
05:39:51
- views of men at conference meeting, Acheson at desk speaking into
microphones: “If I May Use An Understatement, The Sense Of Insecurity
Prevalent In Western Europe Is Not A Figment Of The Imagination. It
Has Come About Through The Conduct Of The Soviet Union.”
<“Bonn - Western politicians meet. Will lifting blockade prevent them
from creating a separate gov’t in the hope of a united Germany?”>
05:40:27
- man speaking [silent]
<“Finland - A real ‘Iron Curtain’ points out how little is known about the U.S.S.R.”>
05:40:30
- views of men lifting up metal barriers over windows of train, train departing
<“Czechoslovakia- Obstacles to Russian trade with the West hint
that Moscow’s main interest may be in Soviet Asia”>
05:41:05
- freight trains arriving, supplies being unloaded
<“Asiatic Russia - expanding RR construction here supports view
that the Kremlin’s main concern is its East”>
05:41:39
- crowd on desert sand greeting South Siberian Railroad, unloading of rails
from train, MCS man connecting rails, CS train wheel over rail, POV from
train along river, train arriving with flag and Russian banner on front,
CSs women and men applauding, people applauding along tracks as train
arrives decorated with tree branches, men with surveying equipment,
-05:43:39 explosions by trees, bulldozer plowing dirt off train (05/01/49)
1X67 -805:43:45 4) “ ‘Peace’ Breaks Out”
<“The Big Four announce the end of the Berlin Blockade, but
peace is not assured. Western nations continue to plan for defense,
as Canada becomes the first Atlantic Pact signatory to ratify the
pact. While Russia relaxes pressure in Europe, General Claire

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
3 #18 (S-1)
[sound-with English
narration]

05:44:29
05:44:52

-05:45:36
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Chennault warns on the new danger of Communism in China.”>
- crowd on street waiting to hear news about end of blockade,
U.S. flag flying above entrance to “Park Avenue Building”,
foreign ministers Alexander Kudugan? of Great Britain, Jacob
Malik of Soviet Union, Philip Jessup of the U.S., Jean Shoubell? of
France sitting at table, sign: “S. Mission To United Nations”, Malik
leaving room followed by policemen escorting Kudugan?
views of Canadian Ambassador Hume Wrong? presenting Dean
Acheson with ratified copy of North American Alliance in his office in
Washington, D.C.
a general dressed in business suit standing and speaking into microphones
about new threat in the east: “We Americans Have A Decision To Make,
And Quickly. The House Of Challenge We Consume By The Raging Red
Flames Of Communism. In West ,Southwest And South China There Is
Still A Very Few Of Mountain Peoples. A Hundred And Fifty Million Of
Them. The Free China The Japanese Could Never Conquer, And From
Which In The End We Drove The Japanese Out Of ?. Here The People
And Our Leaders Most Of Whom Are No Prisoner ? In The Last Thirty
Days Are Ready To Resist On Their Own. They Want To Stop The
Communists, And They Will Do It If We Give Them The Bare Minimum
Of Material They Need And Help What They Need To Do The Job.”
(05/08/49)

05:45:39 5) “News In Brief” - “Last Hours Of The Blockade”
-05:46:14 <“A jubilant Germany makes last-minute preparations for the
lifting of the Berlin Blockade.”> - barbed wire barricades, sign
for Soviet zone, train yard, train runby (05/15/49)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
3 #19

1X67 -905:46:17 6) “The Front Page” “Germany - Blockade Ends!”
-05:50:14 - views in train station in Berlin, sign: “Braunschweig - Berlin”,
people including man with only one leg walking along train
platform, man on platform serving drinks to people in windows
of train, woman kissing man holding flowers, man on train with
cigarette in his mouth giving back pen and paper to person on

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
3 #19
<SA & FA
transferred as SA>
[note: could be
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platform, man signaling for train to proceed, train leaving with
Wk. Vol. 3 #20
people in windows waving, people in street, front of truck, sign:
05/22/49]
“Hurra Wir Leben Noch”, buses and jeeps through crowd, people
[also see above
behind barriers and guards, guard checking papers of man in auto,
05:26:40-05:27:40]
crowd on train platform at night, guard with garland around his neck,
truck with garland on it’s front passing check point, trucks with signs:
“Care” passing by, trucks with tree branches attached all over passing by,
crowd waving at trucks passing by with tower and buildings in background,
people by line of parked trucks, jubilant people receiving lemons and
oranges being throw to them from truck, CSs girl then boy eating oranges,
mostly young people marching along street with elaborate statues in
background, HA LS mass of people at rally, military man at meeting
having his cigarette lit, views of people at meeting, LS airplane flying
in the distance over clouds, scene of bridge with shadow and buildings
in background (1949)
05:50:20 7) funeral procession at palace, LS palace, long lines of citizens
-05:54:21 arriving, family in mourning, Austrian officials, HA casket,
CU officials, “Die Grosse Trauerkundgebung Fuer Bundeskanzler
Dr. Dollfuss” (=“The Big Funeral Procession For Chancellor
Dollfuss”), CU Schuschnigg speaking, HA crowd; HA funeral
procession, coffin, military with flags, more views of funeral
procession, autos with flowers, coffin being lowered into ground
with priests performing ceremony, line of soldiers with rifles

(S) Dollfuss,
Engelbert Funeral Austria 1934
[partial soundGerman]

